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prosthetics would interrupt long-standing clinician-patient 
relationships and cast individuals with limb loss and those 
who need custom orthoses to the lowest bidder in order 
to obtain O&P clinical care. Separating O&P from DME 
would permit O&P-specific solutions to be applied to prob-
lems that arise in the administration of O&P benefits, rather 
than having to endure DME-based solutions imposed upon 
the very different field of O&P clinical care.

BIPA Section 427 is another critical priority, and it has 
been for 16 years since enactment of that statute. CMS has 
failed to implement this important section of the federal law 
through federal regulations and, instead, has adopted one 
restriction after another that derives from the DME world 
and imposed them on O&P benefits. Linking practitioner 
qualifications to the payment of custom orthotics and pros-
thetics would not only offer consumers some measure of pro-
tection from providers who are not appropriately educated 
and trained in the provision of that care, but it would also 
protect the Medicare program’s trust funds, limiting fraud 
and abuse and preventing payment to unqualified providers 
of custom O&P care.

Establishing this link has never been more important as 
all healthcare providers move toward a new world of health-

care reform. CMS is driving physicians and other providers to 
become involved with alternative payment methods, such as 
accountable care organizations, bundled payment systems, and 
other arrangements where providers share savings with the 
Medicare program if they can save money in the delivery of an 
episode of care. As alternative payment arrangements begin 
to take hold, it will be critical for O&P patients to continue to 
have access to qualified O&P practi tioners for care. In an envi-
ronment where savings is the main goal, O&P patients could 
be sent to less expensive, less qualified providers to obtain their 
O&P care, resulting, perhaps, in short-term savings but long-
term costs, especially in terms of patient outcomes. 

Finally, the Draft LCD for Lower Limb Prostheses was a 
disaster when the DME Medicare Administrative Contractors 
proposed the policy last summer and it was put on hold after 
an outcry from O&P consumers, other patient organizations, 
O&P providers, and rehabilitation physicians and clinicians 
alike. Virtually no one found value or credibility in the draft 
LCD and most agreed that it would have sent people with 
amputations back to the 1970s in terms of their prosthetic 
treatment options. The patient voice was instrumental in get-
ting the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and 
CMS to place that draft policy on hold while they appointed 
an Interagency Work Group to ponder the evidence base of 
contemporary prosthetic care. The draft LCD was indeed a 
disaster, but it brought O&P patients and providers together 
like never before. It truly produced a silver lining that will 
potentially endure for years to come. O&P EDGE
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HOW PATIENTS BENEFIT FROM O&P POLICY REFORMS

THE IMPACT OF THESE POLICIES  
ON PATIENTS IS NEARLY INDISTINGUISHABLE 
FROM THE IMPACT ON O&P PRACTITIONERS, 
AGAIN, BECAUSE PATIENTS AND PROVIDERS 

TEND TO SINK OR SWIM TOGETHER. 


